Inter-species sequence diversity in the replication initiation region of Paramecium mitochondrial DNA.
Mitochondrial DNA from Paramecium aurelia is a linear molecule. Replication is initiated at a unique cross-linked molecular terminus. During replication dimer length molecules, consisting of two head-to-head monomers, are generated. We have cloned the head-to-head dimer initiation region from five different species and several stocks (or races) within species and determined its DNA sequence. For all species, this dimer initiation region consists of a central non-palindromic sequence containing almost exclusively A and T, arranged in an array of direct tandem repeats. In an intra-species comparison, the sequences of the repeat units are relatively homogeneous; inter-species comparisons, however, show diversity except for a conserved "Goldberg-Hogness box", T-A-T-A-A-A-T-A. The size of a repeat unit and the number of repeats within a molecule can vary over a wide range, even in an intra-species comparison. Because of these wide inter-species variations observed, it is likely that the function of this region imposes few constraints on the sequence other than its high A + T content and possibly a Goldberg-Hogness box. The array of direct tandem repeats may have arisen from unequal recombination or crossover within this region. Adjacent to the non-palindromic region is a transcribed sequence which is highly conserved for all species and presumably represents a gene coding region.